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ABBREVIATION DESCRIPTION 

FOT Field Operational Test 

SQL Structured Query Language 

CSV Comma-separated values (file format) 

SFTP SSH File Transfer Protocol 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Large-scale Field Operational Tests (FOTs) collect a huge amount of data coming from in-

vehicle data loggers and various service logs. This data is further enriched by map 

matching and collection of metadata about the FOT execution, such as lists of loggers 

and activation dates. As a final step before the data is provided for analysts, it is post-

processed with a software that creates uniform summary tables from each FOT and 

extracts performance indicators. These summary tables give the analysts a fast start with 

the data and ensure coherent calculation methods. 

All TeleFOT central database data can be split according to month and FOT. This split has 

been considered to make analysis easier, to reduce the amount of data to handle at one 

time and to distribute the data as packages to analysts. When processing data from e.g. 

a Finnish large-scale FOT1, November 2010, a standard laptop and database 

configuration can easily handle the ~500 MB of data. Would a central full database be 

used instead by multiple analysts at one time, this might require even a distributed DB 

design and multiple servers to meet the performance requirements. 

Emtele and VTT provide a safe download site for TeleFOT analysts where all FOT data has 

been bundled as downloadable ZIP archives. The archives contain parts of FOT data, 

summary data and related metadata such as detailed description of data formats. The 

main file is a PostgreSQL database dump (.sql). Optionally, comma separated files can be 

produced from the database. These files are used by the analysts, either by importing 

the database dumps into their own local database for further processing and selections, 

or e.g. accessing the .csv files with statistical tools such as SPSS. 

Subproject 4 (Evaluation and Assessment) partners have conducted trial analysis using 

samples of the central DB data. The purpose has been to ensure that interesting 

performance indicators can be calculated and that the data supports statistical analysis. 

The main experiences from database point-of-view are described in this document, but 

the actual trial analysis results are documented in other SP4 deliverables. 
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The database structure, collection processes and provision to analysts have been put to a 

test and one of the main findings has been what more metadata to document, so that 

key information doesn’t reside in a test site leader’s e-mail box only. 

The list of post-processed variables and indicators is still in constant change as analysts 

are requesting modifications. So far the changes have been minor, e.g. in addition to 

“distance travelled with speed over 60 km/h”, for a single leg, the analysts have wished 

for a variable such as “time travelled with speed over 60 km/h”. In the end of the 

document, there’s an annex listing the current main groups of derived variables that are 

post-processed.
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INTRODUCTION 

TeleFOT is a large-scale collaborative project under the seventh Framework Programme, 

co-funded by the European Commission DG Information Society and Media within the 

strategic objective "ICT for Cooperative Systems". 

Officially started on 1 June 2008, TeleFOT aims to test the impacts of driver support 

functions on the driving task with large fleets of test drivers in real-life driving conditions. 

In particular, TeleFOT assesses via Field Operational Tests (FOTs) the impacts of 

functions provided by aftermarket and nomadic devices, including future interactive 

traffic services that will become part of driving environment systems within the next five 

years. 

Field Operational Tests developed in TeleFOT aim at a comprehensive assessment of the 

efficiency, quality, robustness and user friendliness of in-vehicle systems, such as ICT, 

for smarter, safer and cleaner driving. 

In TeleFOT, all pre-processed and cleaned large-scale field operational test data is being 

collected to a central database. This is done to  

A) make analysts’ life easier – access to the data, harmonization of formats, being 

able to collaboratively analyse all impact areas of a FOT and not just a single FOT 

B) create a final storage where data ownership is already documented 

C) enable easier comparison of functions across test sites and gain statistical 

relevance by combining data. 

This data comes from hundreds of in-vehicle loggers per test site, questionnaires and 

service logs from internet servers (e.g. a traffic information service where user logs on 

and is sent a message). For privacy reasons, the personal information of the test users is 

not collected to the central database but these contact lists remain with named persons 

at each test site. 

Due to the amount of raw logger data being collected, it has been necessary to create a 

server-side tool for post-processing and summarizing logger data. This post-processing 

provides final harmonization of the data sets for further analysis. Summary data can 
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support in answering the main research questions. The post-processing tools have been 

described in project deliverable D4.1.2. 

The FOT data and post-processed summary files are provided for analysts using a 

dedicated download site put up by Emtele in collaboration with VTT.  

A database tutorial was organized for SP4 analysts for how to access, download and 

import data into their own local database. Several phone conferences were held to 

determine modifications and additions to currently post-processed list of performance 

indicators. 

This deliverable contains the feedback reporting that was originally planned to form a 

separate deliverable 4.1.4. This deliverable therefore combines two planned deliverables, 

D4.1.3 Trial Analysis and D4.1.4 Feedback Report. The main reason for this merge was 

that the trial analysis is covered here from database use perspective while the actual trial 

results are covered in preliminary result deliverables of analysis WPs. This division gave 

the Trial Analysis and Feedback deliverables overlapping goals, content and timeline. This 

document gives an overview of lessons learnt from point of view of data storage and 

post-processing. 

 

PROVISION AND BUNDLING OF FOT DATA 

The amount of data in the central server is generally too high to access it over 

international connections or let multiple analysts to run queries simultaneously. A 

distributed database to several server computers or using remote desktop access to a 

database server might be alternatives, but these alternatives were not considered 

practical in TeleFOT. 

The data has mostly been split in the central database according to A) country or test 

site B) month. This division is likely to be helpful for analysts.  

A safe download site (SFTP site) was set up by Emtele and VTT for accessing partial 

copies of the data, e.g. Finnish data for March 2011. The data files include a DB dump 

file, which is basically a text file, and optionally the same content as comma separated 

file (.csv). Both files are zipped to reduce the size to around 1:10. 
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An analyst imports these database dumps to a local database. Detailed instructions have 

been given as part of a training session. Besides raw log data, the data packets include 

map matched data and additional summary tables derived from basic variables. The 

methods to produce this summary data are described in D4.1.2 and an overview of 

current derived variables is given in Annex I. 

Processing and saving the data in parts helps to avoid performance problems. Only a few 

gigabytes are processed at one time. 

The project chose to stick to mainly PostgreSQL, as data has to be saved in some form, 

not just "a database". SQL databases use different dialects and it's not that easy for 

someone to change from one to another (even with a conversion SW). Not all analysts 

will be buying expensive licenses and therefore open source PostgreSQL – and optinally 

MySQL – were preferred in TeleFOT. 

1.1. Bundling FOT data 

Latest after a FOT has been carried out, all related and relevant documents need to be 

stored to a central storage. This includes  

 A Word document describing the study design, contact information and ownership 

of data. It is of importance to describe the tested functions, logging methods, list 

activation/phase dates and explain baseline. The document should hold some 

contact details about test site managers. Finally, the ownership of the data must 

be described. From some FOTs, the data may be fully available during the project 

but only partially for other/later purposes. This may be due to user agreements. 

 An Excel document of broken loggers or configuration changes. For example it 

could be that due to a configuration problem a logger did not output certain data 

before certain date. These configuration changes may affect logger data usage in 

calculating averages for a test group etc. Format could be e.g. ID, date, notes. 

 An Excel document of user IDs and their test groups and other “anonymous” 

information (users’ contact details should not be included due to privacy reasons) 

 A data dictionary (e.g. Excel document) explaining in detail the format of stored 

raw (logger) data. Besides a basic explanation, for each variable, e.g. minimum 

and maximum value could be listed, the sensor/logger that gave this data (and 
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possible special properties of the sensor), unit, sampling rate and possible values 

indicating an error or signal availability. Some loggers start recording from e.g. 

key on, others can trigger to movement or communication. These details are 

needed for analysis. 

 Questionnaire results in .csv or Excel format. 

 Time zone and summer-time changes, documentation of main changes and major 

events such as winter-time speed limits and snowstorms. 

About file formats for raw logger data, .csv is about the only one that stands the tests of 

time. Therefore the FOT data is saved also in plain .csv format. Database dumps, Excel 

documents and such are easy to use for a few years after the FOT and they’re currently 

the main sources for analysts, since they can include a bit of metadata, i.e. the variable 

types. 

1.2. Tutorial session 

A database tutorial workshop was organized for all analysts to introduce them to 

PostgreSQL databases, selected data distribution process, map matching and post-

processed list of performance indicators. Samples of the central DB data were provided 

before the tutorial for pilot analysis so that analysts could come up with practical 

questions. 

Generally the analysis tools such as MATLAB and SPSS include ready interfaces for using 

databases. Using SQL add-ons, it’s also possible to run certain calculations directly with 

PostgreSQL. In some cases, using the database itself proved to be the fastest alternative. 

MATLAB was considered to outperform SPSS in data visualization when the data 

consisted of millions of rows. In some cases, it’s good to get a visual confirmation of the 

data that’s being analyzed. 

1.3. Use of post-processed data during FOTs 

In TeleFOT, monitoring data collection was arranged by test sites. National tools were 

used to check how many drivers have been active and if there could be problems with 

the logging devices or tested functions. When data was deemed ready, it was uploaded 

to TeleFOT central server for further processing.  
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Map matching and indicator post-processing can indicate further details about data 

quality. This could be, e.g., that a logger doesn’t provide certain events at all. These 

broken loggers or configuration changes must be taken into account during the analysis, 

and if possible, configuration changed for the rest of the FOT. 

Post-processed list of derived variables were extensively used in Finnish TeleISA DFOT 

that targeted novice drivers. The derived variables were used to create reports for the 

drivers on their speeding behaviour. In the same way, in the end of the FOTs, the drivers 

could be provided a summary of their driving behaviour as a separate document. 

 

LESSONS LEARNT FROM TRIAL ANALYSIS  

2.1 General issues 

Partners were requested to undertake some pilot data analysis in order to test the 

database system and the data-flow within the project. The results of the pilots are 

included within Analysis Interim Results Deliverables D4.3.2 through to D4.7.2 inclusive. 

Overall, the trial analysis results were intended to ensure that the analysts were 

confident that the FOTs within TeleFOT would yield appropriate data that would allow the 

research questions to be answered satisfactorily. Those with primary “research question” 

leadership resposnsibilities (see Deliverable D4.2.3) were therefore tasked with 

addressing their questions.  This task yielded a number of important observations 

common across all impact assement areas; 

 The subjective data analysis was relatively straightforward and some preliminary 

results could even be produced. 

 It was obvious that a clear approach to file management for subjective data would 

need to be adopted such that the analysts would easily be able to recognise the 

location of the data and then distiguish between different test-sites and 

participants 

 It was observed that there needs to be a descriptive text which details the general 

procedure of each FOT in order to understand and interpret the analysis. Data 

that were important from a context point of view included  
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o Definition of pre/post phase 

o Participant group (from ID) 

o Stages with activation / deactivation of device 

 It was recognised that a template for file management would be required to 

handle travel diary data. With this, it was seen as necessary to define ‘packages’ 

of travel diary data / questionnaire data. 

 These packages will require characteristics to identify the data (before phase / 

after phase / functions in use etc) so partners can understand what they are 

analysing. It was also recognised that 

o There are pre-existing templates in the project’s XWiki (under SP4) 

o The data will be stored on the XWiki in the interim 

o There is still a need to test the data flow completely – at present only local 

analysis on local data has been possible. 

 Lack of logged data at the pilot-stage meant that analysis of logged data had not 

been so straightforward. However, some logged data did become available at a 

later stage and this was examined as described below. 

 The analysts felt confident that in most cases, the analysis of logged data could be 

satisfactorily undertaken such that appropriate answers to the research questions 

would be possible.  

 No analysis of “local data” as collected by the test-sites as part of the DFOTs had 

been possible since no partners had undertaken DFOT activity at the stage of pilot 

analysis.  

 Some clarification was required regarding the map-matching data and what map-

matching would yield in general. 

 The wording of some questions/hypotheses needs clarification and refined in order 

to eliminate any possibility of ambiguity. There needs to be more consistency in 

the terminology across the WPs.   

 Consideration needs to be given to sanity-checks (quality control) throughout the 

data flow. 
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 There will be a need for data from traffic-flow simulation but overall responsibility 

for Traffic Simulations needs to be clarified. 

 Initial experiences of the logged data have revealed that there is contextual 

information that may be required in order to determine whether an observed 

‘effect’ is attributable to system use. In some cases this can be derived from 

questionnaire data but in other cases (especially knowledge of whether the 

system is in use), some other means of identification is required. 

Some limited analysis of logged data was possible after the trial analysis deadline had 

passed. This data, comprising raw data from the TeleISA project and processed summary 

data in the form of “Legs” files, was analysed using using PostgreSQL and SPSS. All 

analysis tools demonstrated that results could be obtained and therefore this gave 

further confidence that the logged data would yield robust results that would allow the 

research questions to be addressed in accordance with overall project requirements. 

2.2 Additional issues specific to WP4.3–WP4.7 inclusive 

A number of further observations were made during the trial analysis, specific to each WP 

assessment domain. These were as follows; 

Safety (Loughborough) 

 It was found that WP4.3 can use travel-diary information to analyse some of the 

Research Questions within Safety but many will rely on logged data together with 

map-matched data. 

 The User-uptake questionnaire also provides data that can address some analysis 

of Safety RQ where subjective information is required but this may need to be 

enhanced with exit interview/focus group data. 

 Several RQs still require post-processing for variable derivation. Requirements are 

being discussed with partners within WP4.1. 

Mobility (VTT) 

 The Travel diary data has been found to be good data for addressing the mobility 

RQs (based on the experiences within the Finnish test-site). The respondents have 
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completed the diaries satisfactorily and consistently and overall good results can 

be expected from the data analysis. 

Efficiency (CERTH/HIT) 

 Deliverable 4.5.2 needs to be renamed so that it reflects all the RQs for efficiency 

(not just simulations). 

 Some data analysis of efficiency can be done from Travel Diaries and 

questionnaires although logged data is also needed. 

 Data for traffic-flow simulations (and Environment simulations) needs to be made 

available throughout the project (as was observed within the Safety Assessment). 

One simulation might be sufficient but then there would be a need to separate the 

Efficiency results from the Environment results. There was also a need to identify 

what simulation can contribute to the each of the RQs. 

 Efficiency and environment both need specific types of data to begin simulations. 

 Swedish LFOT4 may provide data on use of dynamic navigation. 

 Travel diary data may help identify traffic composition changes. 

Environment (IKA) 

 The WP is also looking at Simulation using the PELOPS tool and a “Driving 

Following” model. 

 Examination of driver behaviour will be made by looking at speed/RPM/speed limit 

compliance. 

 The analysis will predominantly use DFOT data. The Assessments may be able to 

use some LFOT data but this needs further consideration. 

 General “simulation” techniques (in addition to PELOPS simulations) are being 

considered by the WP leader so that the project can determine what can be done 

for whole traffic network in terms of simulation.  

 The relevance of travel diary data to the Environmental analysis is still being 

explored. 
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User Uptake (Chalmers) 

 As with Mobility Assessments, robust results are also expected from the User 

Uptake Questionnaires, Travel Diaries to answer the RQs related to User Uptake. 

The Travel Diaries have been found to be good quality. 

 Questionnaire and Travel Diaries are likely to yield the most prevalent results – 

analysis with logged data has not yet been undertaken so it is not yet possible to 

comment on overall ‘goodness of fit’. 

 There is need for a template of functions describing characteristics of systems 

(from WP4.10) so that the approach to RQs considering the design of the device 

can be determined. 

 Use of the Van der Laan Scale [VDL97] for User Uptake analysis is questionable. 

 

FEEDBACK AND FURTHER DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 

The project will bundle FOT data as database backup files, not as a database that would 

be accessed online. Packaging the data makes it easier to provide metadata documents 

and summary tables along with raw data; a complete package. 

For database development, this means that performance does not have to be optimized 

for several users and queries. Further, some of the metadata is easy to attach as 

documents, if a database table doesn’t seem necessary. An example could be a list of 

broken loggers that could be either an Excel sheet or a database table.  

Revisions to the database structures could, however, include more metadata tables and 

e.g. duration of logger possession from some FOTs. In many cases these tables would 

have to be filled manually. 

As the database structure is reasonably simple, consisting of a few logger data tables 

only, so are the queries. Rather the number of lines in the database can slow down the 

analysis. Post-processing indicators requires a few hours maximum for a single FOT, 

while the time spent map matching the data is generally measured in days. 
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Many practical topics were raised about database use and a tutorial session was held for 

analysts. The topics included data collection processes, database creation scripts, post-

processing and example queries.  

Requests were made to specify certain post-processed data in more detail (e.g. map 

matched content and calculation formulas for derived variables). Some derived variables  

were requested to be calculated for different situations, e.g. average speed for a leg 

while driving in an urban area. 

In addition to post-processing distances driven at certain speed, the analysts required 

also the durations. For acceleration values, a more accurate distribution (every 1 m/s2) 

was needed to better profile the drivers. 

For determining common start and end poins for legs, an improved post-processing 

algorithm has been under discussion. This is also related for detecting long journeys from 

legs data; when drivers hold short pauses e.g. to eat. 

The analysts required more comprehensive metadata documents to be collected from all 

test sites, to more easily understand the specialities of the data and function use. 

Finally, processes were set up for subjective data handling. It was decided to store this 

data mainly as .csv and Excel documents and transfer the data into databases later, if 

required. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on pilot analyses and partners’ feedback during the database tutorial session, 

accessing FOT log data as harmonized database dump files seems to be a viable option. 

These dump files can be supplemented with metadata documents so that all relevant files 

can be found from a single location.  

Post-processing data, i.e. creating summary files and detecting events, has a rather large 

role in the project and the calculations still need to be double checked to spot possible 

mistakes. The processing is a way for analysts to reduce the amount of data to analyze 

from several gigabytes/terabytes to summary files that are of the size of megabytes and 

easier to handle. The post-processing steps and distributing the data as small packages 

are also a way to avoid possible database performance problems. 

Instead of revising the actual database structure, the project ends up revising metadata 

collection processes to help analysts truly understand what has been going on in a FOT. 

Further, discussions to improve post-processing continue. One topic to address is 

creating more event detection algorithms and event-related data sets. 
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ANNEX I 

This annex gives a status report of variables currently derived from raw logger data. Due 

to the number of variables (>200) and detailed calculation methods, the variables are 

presented only as groups and described briefly. 

For each leg, a line of data is calculated similar to driving diaries, containing the following 

variables: 

Table 1. Post-processed variables 

leg_id Consecutive numbering for detected 

legs, starting from 1 (will change with 

leg recalculation) 

logger_id A numeric ID for the logger that 

produced this data. 

driver_id String for separate driver identification 

such as use of iButton (several drivers 

are using the same car and identify 

themselves using a key) 

timestamp_start, timestamp_stop The timestamp_start is taken from the 

first row of detected leg data, 

timestamp_stop being the last time 

stamped data that was received for that 

leg 

lat_start, lat_end, lon_start, lon_end, alt_start, alt_end From the first and last (GPS) log lines, 

longitudes, latitudes and altitudes are 

saved. 

common_starting_point, common_end_point After the table of legs has been 

produced, the legs are grouped 

according to their start and end 

coordinates. 
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total_distance_driven, 

total_distance_driven_odometer_msg, 

total_distance_driven_coordinate_based 

Total distance driven according to 

different measurement principles: GPS 

speed integral, coordinate changes, 

vehicle odometer 

avg_velocity, avg_velocity_when_driving Average velocity calculated from total 

distance and time for the leg 

total_fuel_consumption, avg_fuel_consumption, 

part_of_fuel_avg_consumption_speed_0, 

time_fuel_consumption_betweenX_Y etc. 

Various fuel consumption variables 

measured from vehicle’s OBD-II or FMS 

data 

variance_of_acceleration_when_driving Variance of all (GPS) acceleration 

readings 

number_gps_deceleration_over_[2-10], 

number_gps_acceleration_over_[2-4], 

number_gps_lateral_acceleration_over_5 

GPS-based calculation of acceleration 

and deceleration events (number) 

std_speed, median_speed, 

absolute_speed_change_sum_per_hour 

Standard deviation and median for 

speed readings, sum of velocity changes 

etc. 

nr_of_brakings, nr_brakings_during_urban_flag Number of detected use of brake 

p_rush_hours Percentage driven during rush hours 

odometer_start, odometer_end If odometer data is available, start and 

end values 

time_speed_0, time_speed_0_when_engine_on Time that speed is 0 

time_enginetemp_betweenXX_YY Time that the engine’s temperature has 

been between XX and YY 

time_rpm_betweenXXX_YYY, 

t_percent_rpm_betweenXXX_YYY, 

avg_rpm_withvelocity_betweenXX_YY 

Engine RPM use between XXX-YYY 
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time_engine_braking FMS data can tell this as it has 

acceleration_pedal_percentage and 

wheelspeed_current 

time_cruise_control FMS data about cruise control 

resting_time Time between legs 

daytime_start, daytime_end, daytime_percent GPS time and coordinate based 

calculation for if it’s dark at the time of 

start/end of a leg. Uses definition of 

“civil twilight”. Requires knowing the 

time zone for the data. 

dist_not_exceeding_XX_YY, 

dist_exceeding_XX_with_20_or_more, 

dist_speed_limit_XX, dist_speed_XX_YY, 

avg_speeding_at_speed_limit_XX_when_speeding, 

higher_risk_at_speed_limit_XX_due_to_speeding, 

time_exceeding_XX... etc. 

When GPS coordinates have been map 

matched to find out speed limit for each 

reading, these derived variables list 

distances and durations driven 

over/under a certain speed limit. Also 

an increased risk due to speeding is 

calculated. 

percent_urban_area Percentage of the leg driven in urban 

area (requires map matching) 

logger_reported_acceleration_event, 

logger_reported_deceleration_event, 

logger_reported_centrifugal_event, 

acceleration_sensor_acceleration_over_X, 

evt_percentage_of_navigation, 

evt_number_of_speed_alerts, 

evt_number_of_setting_new_trips 

Some loggers provide events. This is 

the number of such events recorded for 

the leg 

nr_valid_snapshots Number of samples/snapshots for the 

leg, all GPS recordings and events. If 

the FOT logs tell the number of 

satellites, these valid snapshots require 
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min. 4 satellites 

nr_low_quality_snapshots Number of GPS samples/snapshots for 

the leg where A) number of satellites is 

known and B) it’s 3 or less. 

sample_rate Nr_snapshots per hour 

time_to_first_fix If start lat, lon are 0, then this variable 

gives the time in seconds when lat and 

lon are found, i.e. not zero 

max_dist_from_start In meters the furthest point of the leg 

from start coordinates 

match_id_in_external_driving_diary Placeholder for matching leg IDs with 

external data/diaries 

percent_roadtype_X Percentage of the leg driven on road 

type X 

avg_speed_during_urban_flag,  

avg_speed_during_stop_sign_flag 

Average speed for the period a certain 

flag has been on 

 

Further, the post-processing produces event tables such as “speeding_events”, where an 

event is added when the speed exceeds the speed limit by certain trigger level. The 

number of samples detected and the distance driven over the speed limit are recorded 

for further validity checks. It is recorded if a certain tested function has been enabled 

during the event. Also the top speed and coordinates for the top speed location are 

recorded. 

 


